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REPORT ON

MAGNETOMETER AND ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEYS
ON

MANBAR EXPLORATIONS LTD 
STRATHCONA TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

010

Manbar Explorations Ltd* holds a property in 
Ontario. During the period March-April 1972. Pro j ex Limited carried out 
magnetic and electromagnetic surveys over this claim group. Results are
summarized herewith.

PROPERTY

numberedt
The property consists of twenty contiguous unpatented claims

291351 to 58 incl. 

291360

297427 and 28 

298526 and 27.

298530 to 32 incl.

323276

323280 to 82 incl.

The claims are situated on and east of Highway No. 11, about 
five miles south of Temagami^ They are traversed by the old Ferguson 
Highway, the Trans Canada natural gas pipeline, and by a power line.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Since the surveys were done in the winter months, no geology 
was seen. Ontario Department of Mines maps I51E and P321 Indicate the 
bulk of the property is underlain by more or less vertically standing 
and northeast-striking intermediate volcanics. A flat-lying diabase 
sill underlies the southeast part of the property and skirts the south 
and west borders, with two short tongues protruding into the property 
from the west circa lines 12S and 28S. The northeasterly part of the 
claim group is underlain by flat-lying Cobalt sediments. Both diabase 
and sediments rest on top of the volcanics.

WORK DONE

rl Aim
A 100 x 400 foot line ar^d 

with north-south orient 
length of 4J4U

chained over the entire 
and east-vest picket *"
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A magnetomet&r SJirgey. was carried out over this line grid, with 
readings taken at 100 foot inter^alonalj^ l^nes .. an*-' a' intervening 
Joints where necessary. InBtrumentusea was a Sharpe KF1 vertical com- 

f'"~ p-*-^ rrgnfftometer with a sensitivity l)f 20 gammas per eeafe 
A r^fni nf O ft rZadinon were taken. Results, corrected for

diurnal variation and contoured, are plotted on an accompanying 200 foot 
to the inch plan*

at 100
An electromagnetic survey was carried out with readings taken

and at intervenTngs tat ions
where necessary. Instrument used was a Geonics EH16 VLF unit, with 
sensitivity of t 12. Transmitting station used was NAA. Cutler- Maine. 
Results plotted as inohase and quadrature profiles, are shown on an 
accompanying plan at a scale of^200 feet to the inchj, A second plan 
was prepared, showing inphase results filtered and contoured in areas 
of possible economic interest* The filtering technique is as described 
by Fraser in Geophysics, Vol. 34, 1969.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Both the pipeline and power line, and probably the various 
buildings at the road and on Lowell Lake, have combined to produce geo 
physical results that are in part extraneous, and unrelated to subsurface 
geology. Since location of the pipeline, power line, etc., have been 
dictated by topography, and since topography to a great extent reflects 
geology, differentiating between geological and non-geological sources 
for the various geophysical features is most difficult.

Where possible, the non-geological effects - eg* local and 
strong magnetic highs and conductivity where the pipeline is crossed - 
have been discarded. Where there is some question as to the source, 
the geophysical results remain, but must be viewed with some caution.

The magnetometer survey shows both diabase and sediments to 
be uniformly level, magnetically. Within the volcanics there are three 
areas of highs. These are:   ^

(A) In the north and west part of the group is a broad north- 
northeast trending high centred at BS, 700W. This is of 
some interest, since O.D.M. preliminary map P321 indicates 
copper mineralization in the area, and Is discussed 
further below.

(B) In the south and southeast part of the group is a cluster 
of small north-trending highs. The southern end of all of 
these coincides with the edge of the diabase, which raises 
the suspicion that all could be edge effect of the diabase 
or a northeast trending dike paralleling the diabase contact, 
However, the strongest, at 5300S on the base line would
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appear to have about 1600 feet of northerly continuity, 
obscured by the diagonal crossing of the pipeline, and 
it is thus considered nore likely that the apparent ter 
mination of the highs at the diabase contact is the 
result of the masking effect of the thick sill.

(C) In the central part of the group, centred at 36S, 1100W, 
is a series of narrow linear highs and associated lows, 
again with north-northeast trend. This in part may be 
the result of man-made objects.

\ 
The electromagnetic results are particularly disrupted by the

influence of the pipeline and power lioej however, three definite,and 
several questionable areas of conductivity are outlined. These aret

(1) On lines 12 and 16S, about l100W, is a good conductor
coinciding with the southerly part of magnetic anomaly (A). 
This also coincides roughly with the area of copper 
mineralization indicated on O,D.M. preliminary map 
P321, consequently is of particular interest. It would 
appear to be of limited size - between 400 and 800 feet 
in length.

(2) On lines 52 and 56S, at the baseline, is a strong con 
ductor with parallel and much weaker conductivity indi 
cated some 500 feet west. This coincides with the most 
westerly of the magnetic highs described in (B) above. 
Twelve and sixteen hundred feet north on lines 40 and 
36S are indications of a lesser conductor, again with 
weaker conductivity some 400 feet to the west. The 
pipeline crosses about midway between these two areas 
of conductivity and prevents any detailing to establish 
whether these represent a continuous feature, but the 
magnetics suggest that they do - i.e. rather than two 
short conductors with weak parallel conductivity, it is 
suspected that this represents one feature some 2000 
feet long which is both conductive and magnetic and 
with the greatest intensity at its southern end.

It is noteworthy that while this anomaly appears to terminate 
within the property boundaries, it also terminates at the diabase sill. 
The possibility exists that the source of the anomaly extends further 
south beneath the diabase and is masked by the sill. Should the source 
prove to be of economic interest it would be advisable to hold more 
ground to the south for protection.

(3) On lines 44 and 525, at about 2000E, there is evidence 
of conductivity, with a questionable conductor between. 
The characteristics are such as to suggest overburden or
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lake-bottom effects, rather than bedrock conductivity. 
There is no direct magnetic correlation.

(A) Paralleling the power line and coinciding with the east 
flank of magnetic anomaly (C), conductivity is indicated. 
Since the feature parallels the power line and is crossed 
by the pipeline, the response is somewhat suspect* It is 
our opinion that this is a real bedrock conductor. It 
would appear to be quite weak but the effects of pipeline 
and hydro are such that location and intensity are in 
.some doubt.

(5) Further north, on lines 12 to 28S, on either side of and 
between the pipeline and power line, is a cluster of a 
great many Indications of conductivity. Most certainly 
the bulk, if not all, of this response can be attributed 
to man-made features. If any geological source exists, 
it is not possible to sort it out by existing geophysical 
means. The magnetic results in this area are equally con 
fused and do not correspond to the electromagnetic; the 
possibility of missing something of economic interest 
in this area is considered remote.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While the geophysical surveys have been sadly disrupted 
by man-made magnetic and electrical features, they have succeeded in 
indicating three areas of possible economic interest, and determination 
of the source of these anomalies is considered warranted. These anomalies 
are i

A. Conductivity with a corresponding magnetic high at 12S - 
900W and 16S - 1150W. As noted above copper mineraliza 
tion is reported from the immediate area.

B. Conductivity with corresponding magnetic high at 52S and 
56S on the baseline. This feature possibly extends north 
ward as far as 36S - 750E.

C. The strong linear magnetic feature with associated but 
indefinite conductivity that extends from 325 - 800W 
through 44S - 1400W.

Second priority anomalies warranting some limited investi 
gation are:

D, Conductivity on the flank of a magnetic high, at the lake 
shore and diabase-volcanic contact at 44S - 2200E.
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E. The various indefinite indications of conductivity in the 
immediate area of the pipe and power lines between 12S and 
28S.

It is recommended initially that a geological examination be 
made in an attempt to establish the source of these features* If this 
is not successful, then diamond drilling is considered warranted to test 
anomalies A 4nd B. A decision re drilling of C should be made after geo 
logical examination. A minimum test would require perhaps 1000 to 1500 
feet of drilling, at an all-up cost of about $10.00 pe^ foot. In the 
event that either B or C is drilled, additional claims should be staked 
to the south for protection*

Respectf

USc*, 
isulting Geologist*

Toronto, Ontario. 
28 April, 1972.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL Ktrwix. ^ ~W^ ** * 
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT j PROJECTS 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC. j seCTlON

Typp nf Survey Geophysical"

TnwnsViip or AI-M Strathcona

Claini hrtirW( s) Manbar Explorations Ltd

Anthnr nf Rppnrt L. G. PhelaH

AHHrrs.! 360 Bay Street, Toronto
raring TW PC of R,,r^y 1 fi March - 2ft April t 1972

(linccutting to office)

TWal MiW ,,f T.in P r,,t 18.8 XnllCS

SPECIAL PROVISIONS /^YS 
CREDITS REQUESTED r.^,,...,,., k* *t*

-Electromagnetic,! 40 ) /
ENTER 40 days (includes 7 L 
line cutting) for first -Magnetometer   V 2 Q,/
survey.  Radiometric. . 7

ENTER 20 days for each -Other ^
additional survey using r, lngi l
same grid. . ,

Cipnrhpmicfil.. ,, , ,

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys) 

MagnPtnmptpr. ,F,)pCtrnmapnetir RadjpnftffrTrV^'^,^'
(enter days per claim) 4fcf^ J/^^^//

pATRf 8 May, 1972 sinNATTTRFj^^^^^^-    
f S Autnofof Report

PROJECTS SECTION 

Res. Geo!. rv Onalifiratinns fcUri.^Vf-/M
Pj-pviniis Surveys f/^ f-1

rhrrkpH hy rlatp

nRoronirAT. HRANr.H

ApprnufiH hy Hatp

npoT.nnir.Ai. RRAXinH

Approved by Hat/.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

Lr 291,3?;
(prefix) (number)

maw
mas*
291355

j

7 ....................2913S&.........'.........-.......,

.......................29136X1..........................
 50*7457

39852fi

~~~ 298527

^98,530

^9?5?A

^9853?

mm
323280

323281

323282
-

TOTAL CL AIMS 2 0
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS
Number of Stations—__________9?76——————.——Number of RpaHingc 9861 m^g, fl364 FM
Station interval-—^-————————100 feet—————————'.——————————————————————————
Line spacing________————400 feet___________',———~—-———.——-..-————--—————.
Profile scale or Contour intervals Mag Contours O, 400 f frflQ f 600, 700, 8QO f 100Q f 2QQQ,

(specify for each type of furvey) 5000 gammaS

EM profiles: l inch -401
MAGNETIC
Instrument.—————————-—..—.Sharpe MF l fluxgate...--,-.-——
Accuracy - Scale constant____________^P gammas/scale div. ..^————.^——^——.——-^ 
Diurnal correction mpthnHft.ll baseline stations standardized and checked repeatedly 
Base station location___________________Baseline - 1200S^-———..--.-.—..-—---—-——-

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument____________________Geonics EM16 VLF unit—-—-.—,--—-———i^-—--; 

Coil configuration_______________________________________________________. 
Coil separation__________________________________________________________; 
Accuracy____________________________________________________________ 
Method: CD Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back D Inline CD Parallel line 
Frequency__________________NAA - Cutler, Maine - 17.8 KHZ----.-^.—.-.,^——.—-

(specify V.L.F. itation)
Parameters measured___________In phase and quadrature.-..—----—.——--—--...-.—-.
GRAVITY

Instrument_____________________________________________________________
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy———^——^——^———^—. 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY
Instrument-——,———-—.——-————^--—
Time domain_________________________ Frequency domain. 
Frequency____________________________ Range^^^—^^^.
Power—--——--——---,—.—-—.——————-...^—.--^-.——^-——-^^.——...—..
Electrode array—— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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Legend

IN PHASE COMPONENT

Profile scale J "* 40 eX0 

QUADRATURE COMPONENT

CONDUCTIVE ZONE

DEFINITE

INDEFINITE

POSSIBLE

INSTRUMENT USED GEONICS EM 16 VLF.

TRANSMITTING STATION NAA CUTLER ME

2.871 STRATHCONA 210

MANBAR EXPLORATIONS LTD.
STRATHCONA TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

ELECTROMAGNETIC SUP
PROJEX LIMITED, TORONTO

SCALE

/APR. 197?



MANBAR EXPLORATIONS LTD.
STRATHCONA TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

FILTERED VLF. EM. SURVEY DAtA
PROJEX LIMITED, JQRQUJQ ,^/

SCALE
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VOLCANICS

DIABASE

Legend

SURVEY LINES (Station fnterval 100 ft.)
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ROADS

POWER LINES

GAS PIPE LINE

MAGNETIC CONTOURS (Contour InUrval 200gimmat)
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INST. USED SCINTREX FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER MANBAR EXPLORATIONS LTD.
STRATHCONA TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

MAGNETIC SURVEY
PROJEX L IMITED, TORONTO

SCALE

R. 1972


